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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE Despite the widespread use of deep brain stimulation (DBS) for movement disorders such as Parkinson's disease (PD), the exact anatomical target responsible for the therapeutic effect is still a subject of research. Intraoperative stimulation tests by experts consist of performing passive movements of the patient's arm or wrist while the amplitude of the stimulation current is increased. At each position, the amplitude that best alleviates rigidity is identified. Intrarater and interrater variations due to the subjective and semiquantitative nature of such evaluations have been reported. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the use of an acceleration sensor attached to the evaluator's wrist to assess the change in rigidity, hypothesizing that such a change will alter the speed of the passive movements. Furthermore, the combined analysis of such quantitative results with anatomy would generate a more reproducible description of the most effective stimulation sites.

METHODS To test the reliability of the method, it was applied during postoperative follow-up examinations of 3 patients. To study the feasibility of intraoperative use, it was used during 9 bilateral DBS operations in patients suffering from PD. Changes in rigidity were calculated by extracting relevant outcome measures from the accelerometer data. These values were used to identify rigidity-suppressing stimulation current amplitudes, which were statistically compared with the amplitudes identified by the neurologist. Positions for the chronic DBS lead implantation that would have been chosen based on the acceleration data were compared with clinical choices. The data were also analyzed with respect to the anatomical location of the stimulating electrode.

RESULTS Outcome measures extracted from the accelerometer data were reproducible for the same evaluator, thus providing a reliable assessment of rigidity changes during intraoperative stimulation tests. Of the 188 stimulation sites analyzed, the number of sites where rigidity-suppressing amplitudes were found increased from 144 to 170 when the accelerometer evaluations were considered. In general, rigidity release could be observed at significantly lower amplitudes with accelerometer evaluation (mean 0.9 ± 0.6 mA) than with subjective evaluation (mean 1.4 ± 0.6 mA) (p < 0.001). Of 14 choices for the implant location of the DBS lead, only 2 were the same for acceleration-based and subjective evaluations. The comparison across anatomical locations showed that stimulation in the fields of Forel ameliorates rigidity at similar amplitudes as stimulation in the subthalamic nucleus, but with fewer side effects.

CONCLUSIONS This article describes and validates a new assistive method for assessing rigidity with acceleration sensors during intraoperative stimulation tests in DBS procedures. The initial results indicate that the proposed method may be a clinically useful aid for optimal DBS lead placement as well as a new tool in the ongoing scientific search for the optimal DBS target for PD.
INTRODUCTION

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a neurosurgical technique in which electrodes are implanted in deep-seated brain structures (e.g., the subthalamic nucleus [STN], globus pallidus, or thalamus) so that these structures can be stimulated with electrical pulses generated in an attached, extracranially implanted neurostimulator device. DBS is a highly effective symptomatic treatment for Parkinson's disease (PD) and other movement disorders. More than 100,000 patients have been treated with DBS in the past 3 decades.

The current incomplete understanding of the mechanisms of action of DBS and interindividual variation of brain anatomy necessitate patient-specific planning. Most centers also perform intraoperative stimulation tests under local anesthesia at multiple anatomical locations in the vicinity of a preoperatively chosen target to evaluate the therapeutic effects and side effects of stimulation before the DBS lead (permanent electrode) is definitively fixed in place. For some patients with PD, the therapeutic effects of stimulation tests are estimated by assessing the changes in rigidity as the stimulation current is increased. Expert evaluators (generally a neurologist) perform passive movements of the patient's arm continuously to assess the changes in rigidity. When either a reduction in rigidity or a side effect is observed, the amplitude and the effect of stimulation are noted. After completion of all stimulation tests, the results are compared to identify the best implant position, that is, the one that yields the best improvement with the fewest side effects.

Different evaluators assess rigidity during surgery in different ways, but with the same basic concept: the baseline rigidity is rated before any stimulation, and the changes in rigidity are assessed in comparison with this baseline value. Intraoperatively used rating scales for PD are based on those commonly used outside the operating room (OR), mainly the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale and the Hoehn and Yahr staging scale. Previous studies have shown that such rating scales have low interrater and intrarater reliability, because they are subjective and depend highly on the experience of the evaluating neurologist. Additionally, these scales have only discrete levels and were not designed for continuous rigidity evaluation. To increase the sensitivity for intraoperative use, some neurologists add intermediate levels to the existing rating scales. An alternative way to increase sensitivity is to measure movement parameters during passive movement with sensors and thereby quantify the change in rigidity.

Various methods have been proposed for quantifying the absolute level of rigidity in patients with PD by measuring responses to passive movement. Some researchers have used surface electromyography (S-EMG) to measure muscle activity and have shown that the signals differ between healthy subjects and patients with PD. Other techniques have also been proposed, which use a torque-motor setup to perform precise movements of a patient's arm or wrist while measuring joint angle and resistance. These studies showed that the features extracted from such precise movements are more strongly correlated with rating scales than those extracted from S-EMG signals. However, the intraoperative use of such techniques to
quantify rigidity would be excessively cumbersome or impossible. Usable signals from S-EMG electrodes can only be obtained when they are in close contact with the skin; the prolonged use of such electrodes might cause discomfort. In addition, the mechanical torque-motor setup limits the evaluation of rigidity to a single joint, and the apparatus is typically too large for use in the OR.

Rigidity is defined as the resistance to passive movement; thus, it can be presumed that during stimulation tests, the speed of the movement would increase with a reduction in rigidity. To the best of our knowledge, no such method has been proposed, in which the change in rigidity is assessed by measuring the change in speed (acceleration) of the passive movement. One reason for the lack of such a method could be the variations associated with the passive movements. In general, each expert evaluator has a preferred joint (arm/wrist) to perform passive movements to evaluate rigidity. Each expert can also choose the pattern of passive movement (extension, flexion, or circular) to be performed during a test. An expert may also stop and restart passive movements to prevent the patient's active participation in the movements. Therefore, any method for assessing rigidity that is based on the speed of movement should have robust outcome measures that are not influenced by the intrarater and interrater variability associated with passive movement.

We previously published a method (22) for evaluating tremor during DBS surgery by using acceleration sensors. In the current study, we present various modifications of this method, with the aim of helping the neurologist assess the effect of stimulation on rigidity during intraoperative stimulation tests. Our hypothesis is that the relative change in rigidity can be assessed by measuring the acceleration of the evaluator's wrist during passive movement. To validate our approach, we studied the intra- and interrater variability of accelerometer measurements of passive movement in postoperative follow-up examinations of patients with PD treated with DBS. We evaluated the feasibility of intraoperative use of the system in a total of 9 DBS operations. The impact that this method would have had on the DBS surgery was studied by analyzing differences in the choice of position for the chronic DBS lead implantation (clinical choice vs choice based on accelerometry), a decision that is based on results of intraoperative stimulation tests. In addition, the accelerometry-based change in rigidity was correlated with the anatomical location of the stimulating electrode to identify the most effective stimulation sites.

METHODS

Recording Equipment

A commercially available accelerometer sensor evaluation board (STEVAL-MKI022VI, ST Microelectronics) was used to measure the acceleration of the passive movements. It was housed inside a printed plastic case (Full-Cure 830 Vero White, Stratasys) that could be attached to the wrist with a Velcro strap (Fig. 1). The sensor board was connected through a Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable to the laptop running custom-made in-house software (LemurDBS). A wireless
sensor system was not used to avoid any possible interference with the microelectrode recording (MER) of the signal. Acceleration data were recorded and visualized with LemurDBS.

**FIGURE 1. Data recording setup used to assist rigidity evaluations performed during DBS surgery.**

**Filtering and Outcome Measures**

The acceleration data were processed with MATLAB version R2015b (MathWorks, Inc.). They were filtered with a smoothness priors (24) filter to remove the influence of gravity. To identify the changes in rigidity during intraoperative stimulation tests, the data were analyzed in a windowed manner. Various time lengths, ranging from 1 to 4 seconds with 0%–50% overlap, were tested. On the basis of the duration of a single passive movement (approximately 1 second), the duration of a single stimulation current amplitude, and the sampling frequency of the accelerometer, the 4-second window with 50% overlap was found to be optimal. To simplify the comparisons between various data sets, outcome measures were extracted from all windowed data. The measures previously found to be correlated with changes in tremor (22) (standard
deviation, signal energy, and spectral amplitude of the dominant frequency) were used, along with others (entropy and primary frequency). For simplicity, these outcome measures will be referred to numerically as follows: 1) standard deviation, 2) signal energy, 3) spectral amplitude of the dominant frequency, 4) dominant frequency, and 5) entropy.

**Data Acquisition**

Reliability Tests

To study the intra- and interrater variability of the outcome measures, it was necessary to collect data in a controlled environment. Such data collection during intraoperative stimulation tests would have prolonged the operations and put the patients under additional stress. Moreover, because of restrictions imposed by the OR environment, only 1 sensor could be used at a time to measure acceleration. Theoretically, acceleration of passive movements could be measured by attaching the sensor either to the patient or to the evaluator. We hypothesized that attaching the sensor to the evaluator would record higher-quality data than placing the sensor on the patient during passive movements of the wrist joint. To study this matter further and investigate the intra- and interrater variability of accelerometer data measured during passive movement, we performed special tests during the postoperative follow-up of patients with PD treated with DBS.

A specific protocol was set up to be followed by each evaluator when obtaining data from a patient. The evaluators were required to perform a set of 4 passive movements (left elbow, left wrist, right elbow, and right wrist) twice, with a short pause in between. Data from 2 acceleration sensors (1 attached to the patient and 1 attached to the evaluator) were recorded simultaneously and in a synchronized manner to test the quality of acceleration data obtained from the 2 fixation positions during different evaluations.

Feasibility of Intraoperative Use

To study the intraoperative feasibility of the system, it was used during DBS operations at the University Hospital in Clermont-Ferrand, France.

Surgical Procedure.

The clinical team uses direct targeting on patient-specific imaging data as part of the surgical procedure. (14) During the planning session, with the aid of a brain atlas developed in-house (13) and multiple image sets of the patient (CT scans and MR images), including a specific white matter–attenuated inversion recovery sequence, the neurosurgeon identified and outlined the different deep brain structures in the subthalamic region with the iPlan Stereotaxy 3.0 planning software (Brain-lab). Two trajectories per hemisphere were planned, from an entry point in the skull to the target structure, avoiding sensitive structures (blood vessels, cerebral ventricles). For stimulation tests, multiple positions were identified along these trajectories in the region of interest, in 1-mm steps.
The surgery was performed on awake patients. Two exploration electrodes (Alpha Omega) were inserted and electrophysiological mapping (MER) was performed at the preplanned positions in both trajectories simultaneously. After MER, stimulation tests were performed at the same positions: first in one trajectory, then in the other, moving progressively deeper into the brain tissue in steps of 1 mm. At each position, the stimulation current was increased from 0 to 3 mA in steps of 0.2 mA. To evaluate rigidity, the neurologist first passively moved the patient's arm/wrist to assess baseline rigidity, before any stimulation was delivered. Then, during stimulation, changes in rigidity compared with baseline were rated on a scale from 0 (no change) to 4 (complete suppression of rigidity). Rigidity could be rated multiple times in a single evaluation, but only the maximum reduction in rigidity was noted and used for comparison with the results at other stimulation positions. The evaluator continuously interacted with the patient to observe any side effects and to make sure that he or she was not actively moving the limb.

At each position, 2 stimulation amplitudes were identified: 1) the amplitude at which the highest reduction in rigidity was observed (subjectively assessed amplitude [AmpS]), and 2) the amplitude at which the first side effect occurred (side-effect threshold). When stimulation tests were completed, the surgical team determined the best implant position, according to the following criteria: 1) low AmpS value, 2) large difference (“therapeutic window”) between AmpS and the side-effect threshold, 3) neighboring positions having a comparatively large therapeutic window, and 4) anatomical position. Depending on the number of preoperatively chosen positions, stimulation tests in 1 cerebral hemisphere can take 15–30 minutes.

Intraoperative Protocol for Data Recording.

To avoid prolonging the surgical procedure while maximizing the data recorded during all of the stimulation tests, a systematic data-recording procedure was followed. The acceleration sensor was mounted on the evaluator’s wrist during the stimulation tests. The strap was tightened snugly, but not uncomfortably, to prevent slippage. Data recording was started during the baseline evaluation and continued until the stimulation test for 1 position was completed. A new recording was started in a similar manner for each position, and the data were saved in separate files for offline analysis.

The stimulation current amplitude was varied in quick succession. To identify the exact amplitude responsible for the therapeutic effects, recording of acceleration data was synchronized with the electrophysiological system. For this purpose, the electrophysiology system (Microguide Pro, Alpha Omega) was connected to a laptop running LemurDBS with a USB–Bayonet Neill–Concelman (USB-BNC) cable (Fig. 1).

Clinical Application

The clinical use of the afore-described data-recording system for the purpose of intraoperative and postoperative symptom evaluation in the framework of this study was approved by the
institutional review boards of the University Hospital in Clermont-Ferrand (France) and the University Hospital of Basel (Switzerland).

For the tests of intra- and interrater reliability in postoperative follow-up, 3 different evaluators were asked to perform passive movements to assess rigidity in 3 patients with PD, according to a predefined protocol. To simulate OR conditions, the tests were done with the patients supine. Each evaluator completed 8 passive movements for each patient, yielding a total of 72 evaluations (3 patients × 3 evaluators × 2 sides × 2 joints × 2 evaluations).

To investigate the feasibility of using the system during intraoperative stimulation tests, the recording system was used during the DBS operations of 9 patients with PD, who had rigidity as their primary symptom. The patients gave their written informed consent to participate in the study (for details, see Table 1). Four different neurologists performed routine passive movements to evaluate rigidity while wearing the acceleration sensor on their wrist (each patient was evaluated intraoperatively by only 1 neurologist).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Age at Surgery (yrs)</th>
<th>Preop UPDRS-III Scores (medication off)</th>
<th>Evaluator ID</th>
<th>Tested Trajectories (no. of stimulation positions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Central (9), posterolateral (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Central (8), posterolateral (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Central (4), posterior (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Central (6), posterior (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td>Central (8), posterior (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Central (7), posterior (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Central (7), posterolateral (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1. Details about patients participating in the clinical study and their surgical procedures**

*UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. Acceleration data were unavailable for the stimulation tests in boldface type.*

**Data Analysis Method**

The data were analyzed with MATLAB. Statistics were performed with SOFA Statistics version 1.4.5 (Paton-Simpson & Associates Ltd.) and OriginPro (Origin-Lab Corporation).

**Reliability Tests**

To validate the outcome measures, they were extracted from the acceleration sensors in both positions (attached to the patient and to the evaluator, respectively) with the MATLAB scripts after verification of synchronization. Because these measures were extracted in a windowed
fashion, multiple sets of measures were available per evaluation. The outcome measures extracted from the sensors on the patient and on the evaluator would be expected to be strongly correlated with each other (pairwise) because of the simultaneous synchronized recording of data. An absence of correlation would indicate insufficient quality of acceleration data. For each evaluation, the multiple sets of outcome measures were averaged to create a pairwise data set. To confirm our presumption that the sensor on the patient would not be sensitive enough to detect wrist movements, the pairwise correlation of the outcome measures from the patient's and the evaluator's sensors was tested for wrist and elbow evaluations separately with the Spearman correlation test.

For reliable assessment of changes in rigidity, the outcome measures of the evaluator's sensor were checked for intrarater variability by comparing data from evaluations 1 and 2 of each evaluation type. From the data set of averaged outcome measures, only those for the evaluator's sensor were separated into data from evaluations 1 and 2 for pairwise comparison. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to verify similarity between the outcome measures of these 2 groups.

To study interrater variability, the multiple outcome measures per evaluation were compared independently for the different evaluators and patients. The data were grouped for the 4 different joints (left elbow, left wrist, right elbow, and right wrist). The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test was used for each patient to check for interrater variations.

The different groupings and statistical tests described above are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Data Constraints &amp; Groups</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient sensor vs evaluator</td>
<td>Test 1: elbow movements; Test 2: wrist movements</td>
<td>Pairwise correlation of outcome measures from patient's sensor &amp; evaluator's sensor</td>
<td>Spearman's correlation test</td>
<td>Correlation for elbow movements (Test 1): outcome measures 1, 2, &amp; 3; correlation for wrist movements (Test 2): none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrarater variability</td>
<td>Data only from evaluator's sensor</td>
<td>Pairwise comparison b/w outcome measures of repeated evaluation of the same joint</td>
<td>Paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test</td>
<td>No change in outcome measures 1, 2, &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrarater variability</td>
<td>Data only from evaluator's sensor. Comparison per patient, side, &amp; joint</td>
<td>Comparison of outcome measures 1, 2, &amp; 3 b/w different evaluators</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA</td>
<td>Interrater variability in outcome measures 1, 2, &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Categorization, comparison, and statistical tests used for analysis of data collected during reliability tests

Feasibility of Intraoperative Use

The intraoperatively recorded acceleration data were synchronized with the stimulation current amplitude according to the time-stamped synchronization signal (Fig. 2, upper). The repetitive nature of passive movements facilitated the identification and removal of data corresponding to other movements of the evaluator's arm. The data corresponding to 1 stimulation test were divided into 2 parts as follows: 1) the data recorded during passive movements without any stimulation were called baseline data, and 2) the remaining data were called stimulation data. These data were then filtered and outcome measures were extracted with the MATLAB scripts as
described above. Further, to perform comparative analysis in a manner similar to the neurologists’ evaluations, the extracted outcome measures from the stimulation data were normalized to the highest outcome measures at baseline (Fig. 2, lower).

**FIGURE 2.** Graphical representation of the recorded acceleration data synchronized with the stimulation current amplitude (upper) for 1 stimulation test, and outcome measures extracted in a windowed manner from the recorded signal along with the stimulation current amplitude (lower).

To investigate the pairwise correlation between normalized outcome measures and clinical ratings, Spearman's correlation test was used. Because a neurologist's assessment of change in rigidity was only noted once for each stimulation position (change at AmpS), the subjective ratings were compared with the normalized outcome measures at AmpS. Furthermore, the mean of the normalized outcome measures that were well correlated was called the quantitatively assessed change (QC) in rigidity.
Identification of Rigidity Release Threshold

During subjective evaluations, the AmpS (that is, the stimulation current amplitude for the highest change in rigidity) was determined by the evaluator for each stimulation position. In addition, the amplitude inducing a QC similar to the subjectively assessed reduction at AmpS was identified and designated as quantitatively identified rigidity-suppressing amplitude (AmpQ). The Wilcoxon 2-sided signed-rank test was used to compare AmpS and AmpQ for stimulation tests where both the AmpQ and the AmpS were identified.

Impact on Surgical Decision Making

During the routine procedure, the surgical team would determine the best implant position of the DBS lead on the basis of the AmpS, the side-effect threshold, and the anatomy, as described above. To study the effect of accelerometry-based rigidity change assessment on the final implant position chosen, the clinical staff was asked which final implant position they would have chosen if they had considered the AmpQ rather than the AmpS values. These choices were compared with the actual best implant positions chosen after intraoperative stimulation testing for each patient.

Anatomical Analysis

The intraoperative accelerometric assessment of change in rigidity was used to study the efficacy of stimulation in different anatomical structures as targets for the reduction of rigidity. On the basis of the planning data, the surgical team postoperatively identified the anatomical structure present at the center of the stimulating contact for every stimulation position and verified it with the MER data. To compare the efficacy of the different anatomical locations on the basis of the accelerometric measurements, at each stimulation test position the lowest stimulation current amplitude at which the QC value increased to more than 75% was identified, if it existed (Amp75). The threshold value of 75% was chosen to identify only the structures responsible for high reduction of rigidity. We also compared the side-effect thresholds and the number of stimulation tests where side effects were observed as a percentage of the total number of stimulation tests in a particular structure. These data sets, composed of Amp75, occurrence of side effects, and side-effect thresholds, were used to compare the efficacies of different anatomical structures.

RESULTS

The accelerometric method could be successfully applied in the postoperative validation tests and in 9 DBS operations without prolonging the procedures. All evaluators and patients were comfortable with wearing the acceleration sensor while performing the rigidity evaluations. Routine evaluations and routine surgical procedures took place as usual, without any interruptions. During implantation in the left hemisphere of Patient 1, the sensor was mounted on the patient's wrist and not on the evaluator's. Data recorded during these stimulation tests were
not included in the analysis. No electrophysiological data were available for implantation in the left hemisphere of Patient 3. For Patient 7, due to the absence of rigidity, akinesia was evaluated during stimulation tests in the left hemisphere.

Reliability Tests

Figure 3 shows an example of a comparison between data sets acquired with acceleration sensors mounted on the patient and on the evaluator for elbow and wrist movements. For the elbow tests, of the 5 outcome measures, 3 showed a strong correlation (outcome measure 1: $R = 0.766$, $p < 0.001$; outcome measure 2: $R = 0.756$, $p < 0.001$; and outcome measure 3: $R = 0.697$, $p < 0.001$) between the 2 sensors, whereas the remaining outcome measures (4 and 5) showed a weak or no correlation. In contrast, none of the features exhibited a correlation between patient-derived and evaluator-derived measurements of passive movement of the wrist.

**FIGURE 3.** Filtered acceleration data from the sensors mounted on the evaluator (solid gray line) and on the patient (solid black line). The graphs show data from the passive movements of the elbow (upper) and wrist joint (lower).
In the analysis of intrarater variability, the results of the paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed that 3 outcome measures did not change (outcome measures 1, 2, and 3; p < 0.001) between repeated evaluations of the same joint. Therefore, only these 3 outcome measures were retained in the further analysis.

The interrater variability analysis (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test) for the different joints and for each patient showed that outcome measures 1, 2, and 3 were significantly different (p < 0.05) among the 3 evaluators. Box plots in Fig. 4 represent the interrater variations in outcome measure 1. They show that for some evaluations (left elbow, right elbow, and right wrist of Patient 3), the interrater variability was very low, but for others (left and right elbow of Patient 1, and right wrist of Patient 3) there were significant interrater differences. Outcome measures 2 and 3 have similar distributions.

**FIGURE 4.** Box plots showing the interrater variations (E1, E2, E3) for outcome measure 1 for passive movements of the left elbow (A), left wrist (B), right elbow (C), and right wrist (D).

The statistical results of the above tests are summarized in Table 2.

Feasibility of Intraoperative Use

The comparison between the normalized outcome measures and the subjectively rated change in rigidity during intraoperative stimulation tests indicates a strong correlation for outcome measures 1 (R = 0.308, p < 0.001), 2 (R = 0.313, p < 0.001), and 3 (R = 0.237, p < 0.05).
Therefore, QC (the quantitatively assessed change in rigidity) was calculated as the mean of the normalized values of these outcome measures.

Identification of Rigidity Release Threshold

Of 188 stimulation tests during which acceleration data were recorded, AmpS and AmpQ were available and could be compared for 140 stimulation tests. The other 48 were composed of 14 evaluations where neither method identified any reduction in rigidity, 30 evaluations where the subjective evaluation did not find any threshold, and 4 evaluations where the accelerometric evaluation did not identify a threshold. The mean value of AmpQ (0.9 ± 0.6 mA) was lower than AmpS (1.4 ± 0.6 mA), and the results of the Wilcoxon 2-sided signed-rank test confirmed inequality between AmpQ and AmpS values (Fig. 5, p < 0.001). For stimulation tests where the value for AmpQ was lower than for AmpS, it was observed that the value of QC during stimulation was uniform between these 2 amplitudes.

FIGURE 5. Box plot comparing the rigidity-suppressing stimulation current amplitudes (n = 140) identified with subjective evaluation (AmpS) and from the quantitative data (AmpQ). Upper whiskers are at the 95th percentile and lower whiskers are at the 5th percentile. Asterisks represent outliers.
Impact on Surgical Decision Making

The comparison of choices of the final implant position is shown in Table 3. Because of error in the synchronization setup, only 2 stimulation tests were analyzed for the left implantation in Patient 5, for which data were insufficient to identify the best implant position for this hemisphere. Of the remaining 14 implantations, for only 2 positions (rows in boldface type in Table 3), the choice was the same when made with AmpS or AmpQ. In 4 cases, a position on another trajectory was chosen on the basis of the AmpQ compared with the AmpS values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Choice Based on Clinical Evaluation</th>
<th>Choice Based on Thresholds Extracted From Acceleration Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trajectory</td>
<td>Distance to Target (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3. Choice of best implant position for the DBS lead**

NA = not available (that is, for stimulation tests in the left hemisphere of Patients 1, 3, and 5, acceleration data were insufficient to make a choice). The choice of the best implant position was the same for the rows in boldface type.

Anatomical Analysis

For this analysis, 125 stimulation tests were used for which QC values were higher than 75%. Furthermore, the number of stimulation tests in the substantia nigra (1 test) and thalamus (4 tests) were not large enough to provide statistically significant results. Of the remaining 120 stimulation tests, 64 were in the STN, 35 were in the zona incerta (ZI), and 21 were found in the fields of Forel (FF). The results depicted on the left in Fig. 6 show that the STN requires lower stimulation current amplitudes than the ZI and FF to reduce rigidity by at least 75%. The average values of side-effect thresholds were similar for all 3 structures (STN 2.68 ± 0.36 mA, ZI 2.72 ± 0.17 mA, and FF 2.5 ± 0.22 mA), but the STN had a significantly higher occurrence of side effects (Fig. 6, right).
FIGURE 6. Left: Column charts comparing the average stimulation current amplitude required to observe at least a 75% reduction in the mean of the 3 outcome measures (standard deviation, signal energy, and spectral amplitude of the primary frequency). Right: Stacked 100% column charts present the number of stimulation tests where side effects were observed (black) as a percentage of the total number of stimulation tests in the corresponding structure. The numbers inside the black part of the bars indicate the actual count of the side-effect occurrences; the numbers below the bars indicate the total number of stimulation tests.

DISCUSSION

This article describes a novel method of recording and analyzing rigidity evaluation during DBS surgery by means of an acceleration sensor strapped on the evaluator's wrist. The aim was to test the hypothesis that changes in the patient's rigidity can be assessed by measuring acceleration during passive movement. Validation tests were performed to confirm the optimal mounting position of the acceleration sensor, to check for low intrarater variability of the outcome measures, and to assess interrater variability, before using the system intraoperatively.

Reliability Tests

The comparison between the data of the sensor on the patient's wrist and the sensor on the evaluator's wrist (Fig. 3) and the Spearman's correlation test confirmed our hypothesis that a fixation on the evaluator's wrist is more robust for measuring passive movements of both joints. Therefore, for an intraoperative use without altering the existing surgical procedure, the sensor should be mounted on the wrist of the evaluator, as done in the current study.

The low intrarater variability in 3 of the 5 outcome measures shows that these outcome measures are sufficiently robust for use in the intraoperative environment. During our intraoperative stimulation tests, intrarater variability would not have been relevant because the evaluator performs no other activity than passive movement, pausing only between stimulation test positions. In any case, even if the evaluator has to stop and then resume passive movements, the current method will be able to reliably assess the change in rigidity.
As mentioned previously, the performed passive movements vary between evaluators, (27) so interrater variations are expected in the accelerometer data. These variations also influence the outcome measures, as depicted in the box plots in Fig. 4 and as statistically confirmed. It must be borne in mind that the results of the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test are based on a small sample size, thus reducing their power. Because of the high inherent interrater variability of passive movements, the determination of the absolute level of rigidity in patients by measuring the acceleration is not possible. Thus, the aim of the current study was to develop a method for the determination of relative changes compared with baseline evaluations.

**Feasibility of Intraoperative Use**

The method proposed in this article is designed to assist the neurologist in estimating the changes in rigidity during intraoperative stimulation tests of DBS surgery. Considering that in most centers only 1 evaluator is present to perform the passive movements, the current method will produce reliable results because of the high intrarater reliability. Additionally, the technique of normalization of the outcome measures used in the current method not only mimics the subjective evaluation method (that is, assess changes compared with baseline values), but also minimizes the effect of any residual intrarater variability between different stimulation test positions. The evidence is provided by the results of the Spearman's correlation tests between the 3 normalized outcome measures and the clinically rated changes in rigidity.

Moreover, such an evaluation is superior to absolute evaluation, because the rigidity of the patient may also change due to other factors such as microlesional effects, patient stress, and so on. However, it was also noted during the data analysis that a minimum recording of 5 seconds of baseline evaluation is needed to obtain evaluable results. When such data were unavailable, the baseline data from the previous stimulation test position (a maximum of 3 minutes before) were used. The results of the application of this method in 9 DBS operations support its future use in the OR.

Quantitative rigidity evaluations have rarely been performed during DBS surgery. To our knowledge, only Kwon et al. (12) have used a mechanical setup to measure parameters of rigidity in the wrist joint while the patient underwent surgery. An expert evaluator passively moved the patient's wrist around the joint through a handle while the input force of the evaluator and the inertia of the movement were measured. Mechanical parameters such as work, impulse impedance, and so on were extracted. In contrast to our method, their setup enables the measurement of multiple variables simultaneously, but is restricted to evaluation of the wrist joint. Moreover, for proper functioning, instructions were given to the evaluator to perform a specific movement, which resulted in longer evaluations. In addition, the evaluator had to change his or her routine evaluation protocol. In order not to prolong the surgical procedure, fewer evaluations were performed when their setup was used. (12) Our system was specifically designed for use in routine evaluation; no instructions were given to the patient or the evaluator.
Because the evaluator could follow his or her usual evaluation protocol, the duration of the routine surgery was unaltered.

**Identification of Rigidity Release Threshold**

One of the advantages of using our method rather than subjective evaluation is in the identification of rigidity release thresholds. Twenty-six more thresholds were found with our data analysis technique. Also, the results of the Wilcoxon 2-sided signed-rank test and the box plot show that values tend to be lower for AmpQ than for AmpS. We believe that the human evaluator, on observing the change in rigidity, may need a few seconds to verify and assess the amount of reduction. During this time, the amplitude may have already been increased, resulting in higher AmpS values. This result suggests that the current setup enhances the sensitivity of the subjective rigidity evaluation. On the other hand, there were 4 positions where AmpS values, but no AmpQ values, were found. On inspection of these 4 positions, it was observed that the baseline data were insufficient to extract outcome measures for normalization. Because they were the first positions tested, baseline evaluations of previous positions were unavailable to use the workaround. This underscores the need for sufficient baseline recording for data analysis.

**Impact on Surgical Decision Making**

The differences in the rigidity release amplitudes identified by the 2 methods significantly influenced the choice of the best implant position. Only 2 of the 12 choices would have been at the same position. This clearly shows the potential of using an assistive method during intraoperative symptom evaluation for DBS surgery. From the current data, it is not possible to judge which of the 2 choices was better. One possible way would be to compare the choice of best implant position with the choice of postoperative contact; the relative closeness of one or the other choice may help to judge whether the assistive evaluation system can identify better implant positions. However, such an analysis would need a very large data set to result in statistically significant conclusions.

**Anatomical Analysis**

The anatomical analysis gives interesting insight into the target selection procedure of DBS. It shows that stimulation in the STN requires the lowest current amplitude to achieve a 75% reduction in rigidity. However, in view of the fact that side effects were observed in nearly 50% of stimulations in the STN, it may not be the optimum target structure. The FF require an additional 0.3 mA, on average, to achieve a comparable reduction in rigidity, but have significantly fewer side-effect occurrences. Hence, to achieve a better outcome of DBS for patients with rigidity, the DBS lead might be placed closer to the FF or the ZI and not inside the STN, to avoid side effects. This would be in accordance with reported findings (3,6,9,20,28) implying that the FF and the ZI may also be responsible for the therapeutic effects of DBS. However, this analysis has a limitation. It only considers the center of the electrode when associating a structure with a stimulation test position. Because the effect of stimulation spreads
beyond the center, electric-field simulations would be a helpful tool to deepen the analysis of the available intraoperative data.

**Future Work**

In its current state, the method proposed in this study has various advantages over the existing subjective ratings used in the OR. It provides a reproducible assessment of the change in rigidity, which can be reviewed at any time during surgery without any discomfort to the patient or evaluator, and without prolonging the operation. Nevertheless, because the changes in rigidity are assessed indirectly, the results produced are only semiquantitative. In the future, to make the method a comprehensive evaluation system for use in DBS surgery, the current setup will be modified to enable data recording and analysis from 2 smaller acceleration sensors simultaneously. By mounting one sensor on the evaluator and the other on the patient, it will be possible to evaluate rigidity and tremor at the same time. We intend to use the system in more operations (optimally, in additional clinical centers as well) so that we can continue to adapt it to physicians’ needs. The long-term aim is to integrate this method in commercially available and currently used intraoperative stimulation systems to facilitate visualization of the symptom improvement in real time, along with other stimulation parameters and anatomical data. Such a system would enable the surgical team to interpret the results of intraoperative stimulation tests more easily and thus facilitate surgical decision making.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have described a new way to assess changes in rigidity by measuring the acceleration of the examiner’s wrist during passive movement while the patient is undergoing intraoperative stimulation testing in DBS surgery. Outcome measures are reproducible over time but are influenced by variations in the passive movements of different evaluators. The intraoperatively assessed change in rigidity is reliable and is correlated with the subjective ratings. The quantitatively identified effective stimulation amplitudes show the potential of the method to optimize surgical decision making. Moreover, our findings concerning the thresholds for effective stimulation at different anatomical sites suggest that the optimal DBS target may, in fact, lie closer to the FF, just dorsal to the STN. The proposed method may be a clinically and scientifically useful aid to optimal targeting in DBS.
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